WCSA Senate Meeting Minutes
10-3-2017

17:23 Ben’s Horizon Article
- Discussion with Grant, who prompted our response...Joy had a late role
- Positive feedback to our own article and the Horizon as an entity
- Paper deliveries to the off campus locations

17:25 Prayer Chapel Updates
- No mention of the chairs in original email, we are trying to put in new wooden chairs
- Clarification to the Mark’s email and responses
- Dr. Shasberger was “thrown under the bus.” Cause of miscommunication: Dr. Shasberger had misunderstood that his role was in fact to represent the student’s perspective
- Angela: there’s a group of staff meeting next Wednesday 4-5pm to discuss the ambiance of the prayer chapel...invitation is extended to a student to sit on the committee.

17:30 Guy Kawasaki Bill (Benjamin)
- Dr. Sheard meeting: in the past WCSA has partnered with OCA
  o The Deal: Sheard sponsors 20 students to go to 80th anniversary, WCSA pays for 20 students to attend Guy Kawasaki luncheon
  o There are years of precedence to this relationship with OCA
- MOTION PASSES

17:39 Emerson Water Fountain Bill (Trae)
- 1400 to physical plant
- MOTION PASSES

17:45 Conversations that Matter (Benjamin)
- For coffee and Pastries...maximum of $360 allocated
- MOTION PASSES

17:48 KSC Candy Bill
- $100, half of what we paid for last time, yet potentially running out fast
- MOTION PASSES

17:50 Student Fee Dollars Bill (Trae)
- Do we vote on it in the Senate or not?
- The Bill needs to be in to Doug Jones soon
- MOTION PASSES

17:58 Conversations that Matter Road Map
- Looks very good

18:01 Catholic Offense Chapel on Friday Sept 29
- Kevin: ten students having conversations regarding the statement that “Mary was Divine” were offended
- Is there any way that WCSA can prompt a response from the speaker to the campus

18:06 Personal Life Updates
- Mark: stay mentally healthy for the rest of semester
- Jenna: Keep finding peace
- Hendrik: Family move
- Benjamin: continual operation of WCSA and relationships with Administration and community...
- George: Being present with the people to whom I am speaking
  o Kevin: to find lost notebook, put joy in God, not other things
• Angela: family friend relationships
• Trae: a friend who’s turned away from the church...how to love him best
• Joy: housing process is expedited
• Jonathan: to focus, sharpen, a good internship
• Tate: thankful that he’s well, but continual healing to get well
• Nolan: grandma and preview weekend
WCSA Executive Council Meeting Minutes  
10-3-17

I. 6:34 Introduction/ Prayer by Trae

II. 6:34 Old Business
   A. 6:35 Jenna spoke on Gym Hours for Women and her views on it
      1. Jenna is going to make a survey.
      2. Creation of a Gym Hours Committee.
   B. 6:37 Emerson Water Business
      1. Further discussion of the payment.
      2. Motion Passes
   C. 6:47 Conversations that Matter Bill
      1. Discussion on Karen Sloan providing catering
      2. Motion Passes
   D. 6:48 Guy Kawasaki Bill
      1. Discussion on paying for tickets in exchange for tickets to Gala.
      2. Motion Passed
   E. 6:54 KSC Candy Bill
      1. Motion Failed
   F. 6:59 Student Fee Dollar Recommendation
      1. Motion Passed

III. 7:07 New Business
     7:00 We are meeting next Tuesday at 6:30pm.
     A. 7:05 Conversations that Matter!
        1. Logistics for Oct 11
        2. Nov 1 or 2 for Student Forum
     B. 7:10 Organizational Leaders Dinner
        1. Tomorrow at 6pm.
        2. Logistics of funding
     C. 7:13 Communication on projects and initiatives to student body
        1. Some in student body wanted clarity on Diversity and Inclusion Senator

IV. Open Discussion

V. Adjournment